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Abstract: Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic, autoimmune, systemic, inflammatory disorder that
affects synovial joints, both small and large joints, in a symmetric pattern. This disorder usually does
not directly cause death but significantly reduces the quality of life and life expectancy of patients
if left untreated. There is no cure for RA but, patients are usually on long-term disease modifying
anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs) to suppress the joint inflammation, to minimize joint damage,
to preserve joint function, and to keep the disease in remission. RA is strongly associated with
various immune cells and each of the cell type contributes differently to the disease pathogenesis.
Several types of immunomodulatory molecules mainly cytokines secreted from immune cells mediate
pathogenesis of RA, hence complicating the disease treatment and management. There are various
treatments for RA depending on the severity of the disease and more importantly, the patient’s
response towards the given drugs. Early diagnosis of RA and treatment with (DMARDs) are known
to significantly improve the treatment outcome of patients. Sensitive biomarkers are crucial in early
detection of disease as well as to monitor the disease activity and progress. This review aims to
discuss the pathogenic role of various immune cells and immunological molecules in RA. This review
also highlights the importance of understanding the immune cells in treating RA and in exploring
novel biomarkers.
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1. Introduction
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic, autoimmune, systemic disorder that manifests as
inflammation of synovial joints, leading to joint destruction and deformity. Although RA is not a fatal
disease in general, but the complication associated with RA such as heart diseases and respiratory
problems can lead to increased mortality. Common conditions in RA patients are Carpal tunnel
syndrome, tendon rupture, cervical myelopathy and joint damage. Other inflammatory complications
are Sjögren’s syndrome, pericarditis, pleuritis, scleritis, vasculitis and sexual dysfunction. Due to the
long-term disease complication, RA is also associated with a reduced life expectancy. The clinical
presentation of rheumatoid arthritis appears between the age of 20 and 40 years old, more commonly
in women than in men with a 2–3:1 ratio [1]. In Malaysia, the most common age group that suffers from
RA are those in the 30–50. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), within 10 years of onset,
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at least 50% of patients in developed countries are unable to hold down a full-time job, presumably
due to the disability that ensues [1]. The annual incidence of RA in northern Europe and the United
States is 0.15–0.6 per 1000, while worldwide 0.5–1.0% of the population is affected [2]. The identified
risk factors for the disease are female gender, age, tobacco use, silica exposure and obesity [2].
Since RA is a chronic disease, the treatment mainly focuses on alleviating pain, prevent or limit
joint damage, improve or preserve function of the joints and optimize the quality of life [3]. DMARDs
are currently the first line of treatment for RA. DMARDs function by modulating various aspects of
immune and inflammatory responses that cause clinical manifestations of RA [3]. The most commonly
used DMARDs is methotrexate (MTX), followed by others such as hydroxychloroquine, leflunomide,
sulfasalazine, azathioprine and cyclosporine. As RA has an insidious course, with more than half
of the patients having radiographically visible joint damage within 2 years of onset, it is critical
for DMARDs to be administered early [2]. Early treatment is directly associated with decreased
progression of synovitis and bone erosions, and significantly improves the prognosis in terms of
disability [2]. It is generally advisable for DMARDs to be administered within the first 3 months of
the disease for patients with established RA. Since it takes 2–6 months for the conventional DMARDs
to reach maximum effect, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs and glucocorticoids can be used
in the interim for pain-relief and to reduce inflammation [3]. However, there are substantial side
effects of DMARDs that must be taken into consideration. For instances, there is an increased risk
of tuberculosis infection associated with use of biological DMARDs such as anti-tumor necrosis
factor (TNF) therapy [4,5]. Hence, patients on these therapies are advised to undergo screening for
tuberculosis in a timely manner. The use of MTX and leflunomide often causes side effects such as
rashes, stomach upset, diarrhea and liver enzymes abnormality. The most common side effects of
azathioprine are nausea and vomiting, sometimes with stomach pain and diarrhea whereas kidney
damage is the common side effect of cyclosporine.
Depending on the patients’ condition, more specific treatments are being used to treat RA.
TNF inhibitors are one of the approved target-specific treatments for RA [6]. In this therapy, TNF is
targeted and blocked by the inhibitors to cease the inflammation signaling that causes RA. Similar
to DMARDs, anti-TNF therapy has also been associated with increased risk of tuberculosis [7].
On the other hand, T-cells have also been targeted for inhibition to minimize the T-cell-mediated killing
of ‘own’ cells which is the main root cause of all autoimmune disorders. Besides that, researchers
and pharmaceutical companies are also collectively investigating the possibility of using B-cell and
T-cell depletion treatment [8]. However, it should be noted that these biological therapies are more
expensive and are usually given to those patients who do not respond to MTX or other conventional
DMARDs. Recently, a non-biologic DMARD, Janus kinase (JAK) inhibitors such as ruxolitinib and
tofacitinib have been approved in USA. These inhibitors block the activation, mainly phosphorylation
of JAK and may subsequently block the intracellular inflammatory process [9]. This group of drugs is
used on those who do not respond to MTX alone or MTX in combination with biological therapies as
mentioned above [9].
Today, medical practitioners stress the importance of early diagnosis and personalized treatment
in preventing or minimizing joint destruction in treating RA [2]. Having this as the treatment strategy
for RA and coupled with frequent assessment of disease activity, patients are reported to have improved
prognosis [10]. This review paper discusses the role of the host’s immune system, the immune cells and
the secretory immunological molecules in the pathogenesis of RA. This review also summarizes current
RA treatment targeting immune cells or immunomodulatory molecules as well as the development of
immunological biomarkers for RA.
2. Pathogenic Role of Immune Cells in Rheumatoid Arthritis
As an autoimmune disorder, immune cells mainly B-cells, T-cells and macrophages play critical
roles in RA pathogenesis. These cells can either reside in synovium or circulate in peripheral blood.
B-cells secrete physiologically important proteins such as rheumatoid factors (RFs), anti-citrullinated
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protein antibodies (ACPA) and pro-inflammatory cytokines in supporting RA. B-cells also mediate
T-cell activation through expression of costimulatory molecules. In RA, the main function of T-cells is
to activate macrophages and fibroblasts and transform them into tissue-destructive cells. Similar to
T- and B-cells, activated macrophages produce a variety of cytokines and chemokines to support the
inflammation in the joints. This section provides detailed information on how various immune cells
contribute to RA pathogenesis.
2.1. B-Lymphocytes
B-cells are well known to be an important component in the human adaptive immunity but
in the case of RA it also functions as one of the underlying factors of RA onset [11]. Autoreactive
B-cells are B-cells that identify host antigens and follow with destruction of such cells or tissues [11].
Autoreactive B-cells are normally eliminated by repairing mechanisms either during the progression
from early immature to immature B-cells in the bone marrow, or before the B-cells become mature
naïve B-cells [12]. Both of these processes are highly regulated by two immune checkpoints: the central
and peripheral B-cell tolerance checkpoints [12]. The central B-cell tolerance checkpoint is controlled
by B-cell growth factors that regulate B-cell receptor (BCR) and toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling [13].
In the peripheral B-cell tolerance, it involves extrinsic B-cell factors such as regulatory T-cells (Treg)
and serum B-cell activating factor (BAFF) [11].
In RA patients, both checkpoints are usually defective, leading to the large production of
autoreactive mature naïve B-cells. As shown in a previous study, untreated RA patients shows
a 3.4-fold increase in autoreactive B-cells in the peripheral blood compared to non-RA patients [14].
Such defect can be caused by a mutation in PTPN22 gene that disrupts the BCR signaling pathway
in central B-cell tolerance checkpoint [15]. The impairment of such tolerance checkpoint in RA
patients cannot be effectively treated with drugs that reduces inflammation and alleviates other
clinical presentations due to the irreversible genetic defect [16]. The impaired peripheral tolerance
checkpoint is also evident as shown by the elevated levels of mature naive B-cells that express both
polyreactive and human epithelial (HEP-2)-reactive antibodies in RA patients [14]. The peripheral
checkpoint dysfunction results in defects in Tregs as well as B-cell resistance to suppression and
apoptosis [17,18]. BAFF is increased in the presence of cytokines and chemokines, as well as through
TLRs activation in RA patients. Such increase in BAFF expression further prolongs the survival
and maturation of autoreactive B-cells, hence sustaining the inflammation and exacerbating the
autoimmune conditions [19]. The main culprit of RA, autoreactive B-cells also play role in autoantibody
production, T-cell activation and pro-inflammatory cytokine production that ultimately contribute
to RA pathogenesis [11]. The underlying mechanisms of autoreactive B-cells targeting host cells
remain unclear but the autoantibodies that are associated with RA are well documented and the list
continues to expand [11]. The two most studied autoantibody groups are RFs and ACPA [1]. These two
autoantibodies are key diagnostic markers that are extremely important in clinical management of RA.
Autoreactive B-cells can also act as an antigen presenting cell (APC) in stimulating T-cells maturation
and differentiation into memory CD4+ T-cells [20]. This B-cell-dependent T-cell activation is via
expression of costimulatory molecules. Local synthesis of cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-6, IL-12, IL-23
and IL-1α due to localized autoreactive B-cells have also been recently reported to act on pathologically
relevant cells in RA leading to immune dysfunction, inflammation and bone damage [21]. The bone
resorption activity is mediated by osteoclasts (OCs) in which the differentiation and activation require
the binding of a cytokine, receptor activator of nuclear factor κB ligand (RANKL) to its receptor, RANK
on the osteoclast precursors [22]. The production of RANKL is elevated in the memory B cells from
peripheral blood and synovial fluid and tissues of RA patients compared to healthy individuals [23].
The same study also suggested that the B-cells expressing RANKL was highly associated with the OCs
differentiation [23].
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2.2. T-Lymphocytes
In the past decade, extensive studies have been carried out trying to understand the role of T-cells
in RA especially the T-cell activation [24]. T-cells can be activated by various cell types including
B-cell, macrophages and dendritic cells (DCs). Although the exact role of T-cells in RA remains
unclear, there are convincing evidences supporting that CD4+ T-cells contribute significantly to
the chronic autoimmune response of RA. During activation of T-cells, CD4+ T-cells interact with
human leukocyte antigen (HLA) or major histocompatibility class II (MHC-II) molecules as well as
co-stimulating molecules such as CD28 that are expressed on the surface of APC [25]. This interaction
then leads to the onset of downstream PI3K signaling pathway leading to the maturation of CD4+
cells [25]. Subsequently, it results in the antigenic activation of naive CD8+ T-cells that promotes
inflammation [26]. The role of CD4+ T-cells in RA chronic inflammation is also supported by its
association with the particular MHC-II alleles, HLA-DR4 which contain similar amino acid motifs in
the third hypervariable region of DRB-chain. This interaction then leads to a more aggressive form of
RA [27]. Furthermore, it has been reported that CD4+CD28null correlated with systemic morbidities
associated with RA such as vasculitis and acute coronary syndrome [27].
In addition to cell-to-cell interaction, current evidences also suggest that CD4+ T-helper (Th)
cells mainly contribute to the pathogenesis of RA through the secretion of cytokines and chemokines
(will be discussed in Section 3). These molecules are important immune modulators in cell-mediated
immunity [24]. Type 1 T-helper (Th1) cells are highly activated in RA and they secrete pro-inflammatory
cytokines such as IFN-gamma (IFN-γ), IL-2 and TNF-α [24]. Besides, Th1 cells activate macrophages
to act as an APC to present MHC-II molecules to the T-cells [27]. Another type of CD4+ type 2 T-helper
(Th2) cells, on the other hand, secrete anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-4 and IL-5 and play
central roles in B-cell activation and immunoglobulin (Ig) class switching to IgE [28]. Other T-cell
subsets such as Th17 and regulatory T (Treg) cells also play central roles in RA pathogenesis [29].
Th17 cells primarily secretes IL-17 that stimulates the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines,
chemokines and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) [29]. In the past, higher number of Th17 and
higher expression level of IL-17 have been consistently detected in RA patients’ serum compared to
healthy individuals [30]. Some studies supported that both serum IL-17 and circulating Th-17 cells
positively correlate with RA disease activity through disease activity score of 28 joints (DAS28) as
well as common markers for RA such as C-reactive protein (CRP) and erythrocyte sedimentation rate
(ESR) [30]. Of note, macrophages and mast cells are also main source of IL-17 in addition to Th-17
cells [31]. IL-17 enhances the production of vascular endothelial growth factor-A (VEGF-A), IL-6, IL-8,
MMP-1 and MMP-3 in RA synovial fibroblasts [32]. Several studies have shown that IL-17 contributed
to pannus growth, osteoclastogenesis and synovial neoangiogenesis [32]. Th-9 cells expressing IL-9
has also been shown to be elevated in the synovial tissues and fluid of RA patients [33]. The Th-9 cells
positively correlated with DAS28-ESR of RA patients while synovial IL-9 prolonged the survival of
neutrophils, stimulated the production of MMP-9 and facilitated Th17 cell differentiation [34].
On the other hand, CD4+CD25+ Treg cells mainly prevent autoimmunity by suppressing
autoreactive lymphocytes mediated by IL-10 and transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) [35].
However, the Treg only function specifically in suppressing the proliferation of effector T cells but
failed to suppress pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α and IL-6 produced from activated
T-cells and monocytes [36]. The same group also demonstrated that the use of anti-TNF-α, Infliximab,
could restore the Treg activity to inhibit the inflammatory cytokine production. Treg cells have been
consistently detected in blood and synovial fluid of RA patients [37]. However, the percentage of Treg
cells in RA patients compared to healthy individuals is highly controversial. Similarly, contradictory
results have also been seen in RA patients when the Treg cell percentage was correlated with multiple
clinical characteristics such as DAS28, age, sex, ESR, CRP, RF and disease duration [18,38].
Note worthily, T-cells also play pivotal role in stimulating B-cells responses and antibody
production, which consequently contributes to the pathogenesis of RA [39]. T follicular helper (Tfh)
cells are the dominant T-cell population that interacts with B-cells usually within the follicles of
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secondary lymphoid organs (SLOs) and inflamed peripheral tissues [39]. In general, Tfh cells exhibit
B-cell-helper phenotype by highly expressing Bcl6, CXCR5, CXCL13, IL-21, PD-1 and ICOS [39,40].
Interestingly, there is a distinct B-cell-helper T-cell population, known as T peripheral helper (Tph)
cells, which do not express CXCR5 and only express modest level of Bcl6 in RA synovium. These
CXCR5−PD-1hi Tph cells once activated, secrete CXCL13 to recruit B cells for IL-21 production and
help in B-cell survival, proliferation and maturation [39].
Taken together, multiple T-cells and the respective effector pathways contribute to RA by primarily
mediating the chronic inflammatory process. Th-1 cells that specifically secrete pro-inflammatory
cytokines were thought to be the main cells causing RA. Following the discovery of other T-cell
subtypes and their role in RA such as Th-2, Th-17 and Treg cells as mentioned above, it is clear that RA
pathogenesis is much more complicated. This enhanced our understanding in RA and has significant
impact on the disease management and treatment.
2.3. Macrophages
Macrophages (Mφ) are consistently found in synovial tissue. Most Mφ reside within the tissues in
a resting state under normal conditions [41]. However, in an inflamed joint, they regulate the secretion
of pro-inflammatory cytokines and damaging enzymes that are associated with inflammatory responses
and subsequently leading to joint destruction [41]. Other than producing cytokines and enzymes,
Mφ also mediate multiple RA-related biological processes such as recruitment of lymphocytes, cartilage
damage, joint erosion, angiogenesis and fibroblast proliferation [41]. Similar to B-cells, Mφ acts as an
APC and is found to highly express HLA-DR and leukocyte adhesion molecules, which allows Mφ to
participate in T-cells activation alongside B-cells [21]. The Mφ-mediated T-cell activation results in the
production of effector T-cells as well as expression of resulting pro-inflammatory mediators such as
IL-1α, IL-1β and MMPs which support the pathogenesis of RA [42].
Due to the important roles in RA, targeting macrophages have been reported to turn the disease
into remission mainly by inhibiting inflammation and bone erosion [43]. The switchable property of
macrophage allows the pro-inflammatory phenotype (M1) to turn into anti-inflammatory phenotype
(M2) [43]. This natural transforming ability has been exploited as one of the therapeutic interventions
to treat RA. Other therapeutic strategies targeting macrophages include using small interfering RNA
(siRNA) [44], anti-TNF [45] and nanosystems [46]. These therapeutic molecules could be potentially
developed into anti-rheumatic drugs.
2.4. Other Cells
In addition to B-cells, T-cells and macrophages, other immune cells such as mast cell, DCs and
natural killer (NK) cells have also been reported to mediate RA pathophysiology. Their roles in RA
and potential therapeutic values are tabulated in Table 1. Mast cells reside in synovia and contribute to
inflammation followed by RA [47]. In the past, synovial mast cells have been studied to be a potential
biomarker for RA [47]. However, the result was not consistent and the mechanism of mast cells in RA
remains unknown. Similarly, RA patients have elevated number of activated DCs in their synovial joint
tissues [48]. DCs serve as APC and T-cell inducers, hence playing an indispensable role in initiating
the joint inflammation as well as maintaining the pro-inflammatory environment in the synovia [48].
In the past decades, studies have been initiated to look into using DCs to benefit anti-rheumatoid
therapy [49]. For instance, tolerogenic DCs (tolDCs) have been loaded with antigen to suppress
autoimmune responses in vivo in RA [50]. The safety and efficiency for RA therapy using tolDCs is
currently being evaluated in Phase 1 trials (discussed in Section 4). Last but not least, the pathogenic
role of NK cells, another important cell type in innate immune system, has also been reported in RA.
CD56+ NK cells were found to overexpress in inflamed joints and produced higher level of IFN-gamma
compared to NK cells from peripheral blood [51]. However, the exact mechanism of NK cells remains
unknown. Based on current evidences, there is still a big gap in our understanding in RA. Further
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investigations are warranted to decipher the complex role of multiple immune cells and other relevant
constituents in RA pathogenesis.
Table 1. Contribution of immune cells to Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) and their potentials as
therapeutic targets.
Cell Type Subtype Pathogenic Roles References
B-cells - Antibody producer, APC, T-cell activation andcytokine-producer such as IL-4 and IL-10 [11–13]
T-cells
Th-1 Cytokine producer, macrophage activation [28]
Th-2 Cytokine producer, B-cell activation, promote Igclass switching to IgE [28]
Th-17
Cytokine producer, MMP stimulation, promote
pannus growth, neoangiogenesis and
osteoclastogenesis
[29–32]
Treg Suppress autoreactive lymphocytes [35–37]
Macrophage - APC, T-cell activation, cytokine producer, promoteangiogenesis and fibroblast proliferation [18,41,42]
Mast cells - Pro-inflammatory cytokines producer [47]
Dendritic cells - APC and T-cell activation [48]
Natural killer (NK) cells - Pro-inflammatory cytokines producer [51]
3. Role of Immune-Related Secretory Molecules in Rheumatoid Arthritis
3.1. Cytokines
Pro-inflammatory cytokines play pivotal roles in the pathogenesis of RA [52]. Cytokines are
proteins that function as mediators in cell signaling, the term ‘cytokine’ comprises of monokines,
lymphokines, ILs, IFNs, colony stimulating factors (CSFs) and chemokines [53]. In the early
pathogenesis of RA, the predominant cytokines are IL-13, IL-14 and IL-15 that are secreted from
T-cells and stromal cells [54]. These cytokines result in the inflammatory response and contribute
to the chronic inflammation. Other cytokines such as IL-6 and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α)
have also been reported to promote RA [55]. The pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF- α, IL-1
and IL-17 usually outweigh the protective effects of the anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-4,
IL-10 and IL-13, which then result in the cytokine-mediated inflammation [56]. In RA, the B-cells
and macrophages which are the APCs present arthritis-associated antigens to T-cells and activate the
signaling cascades to secrete cytokines [57]. These cytokines subsequently stimulate the activation of
both chondrocytes and osteoclasts and produce MMPs that degrade the matrix of articular cartilage
leading to bone resorption in RA [56].
Generally, the production of cytokines is initiated by the activated CD4+ T-cells [56]. Other
cytokine-producing cells are NK cells, neutrophils, macrophages, monocytes, fibroblasts and mast
cells [56]. The CD4+ TH17 cells mainly produce a majority of the ILs such as IL-17, IL-21, IL-22
and IL-23 that contribute to bone erosion due to synovial inflammation [56]. IL-6 is responsible for
acute phase responses including anemia, cognitive dysfunction, inactivation of leukocytes and the
production of autoantibodies leading to lipid metabolism dysregulation [55]. The IL-17 has been
shown to stimulate the production of MMP1 and MMP3, TNF-α, IL-6, IL-8 and other pro-inflammatory
cytokines, thereby increasing infiltration of immune cells into the synovium [56]. TNF-α stimulates
the proliferation and differentiation of B-lymphocytes, T-lymphocytes and NK cells, as well as the
production of other pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6 and other mediators causing tissue
destruction [56]. TNF-α also causes the expression of adhesion molecules of the endothelial cells and
suppresses the Tregs, hence stimulating angiogenesis and the sensation of pain [55].
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3.2. Antibodies
Autoantibodies play significant roles in the pathogenesis of various autoimmune diseases
including RA [58]. When immune dysregulation occurs, the body’s antibodies attack their own
antigens. Several antibodies have been consistently found in RA patients including RF, ACPA and
regulatory rheumatoid factor (regRF) [59]. RF is an autoantibody that targets the Fc portion of
immunoglobulin G [60]. This autoantibody is routinely screened in diagnostics laboratories for RA
patient diagnosis [59]. It is important to note that not all cases of RA contain the RF, yet those with RF
positive tend to manifest with bone erosion and poorer prognosis [60]. Furthermore, RF is not specific
for RA as it has been found in patients with other autoimmune diseases and a variety of infectious
diseases [61]. Meanwhile, 10–30% of elderly individuals and 3–5% of the healthy population also
express RF in their blood [62], this may cause false positive result, Hence, more sensitive and specific
diagnostic marker for RA is always in need. Contradictorily, it has been reported that the regRF could
resist disease progression in RA and in fact, promote remission in autoimmune diseases [63]. Although
regRF is not present in its native IgG form, it is possible to induce its antigenic determinants in the hinge
region of Fc fragments of homologous IgG, making it a potential target for RA therapy [63]. Further
investigation is also required to evaluate its potential as a diagnostics marker. Another antibody that
is highly pertinent in RA is ACPA (also known as anti-CCP). ACPA is a family of antibodies with
overlapping specificities [64]. These antibodies recognize a range of citrullinated proteins such as
filaggrin, fibrinogen, vimentin, collagen II, enolase and histones [65]. Similar to RF, ACPA level in the
blood is also routinely screened as a diagnostic test for RA [66].
In the past few years, more studies have been conducted on an antibody against carbamylated
antigens (known as anti-CarP antibodies). Anti-CarP antibodies was found to correlate with the
patients’ joint erosion score but not ACPA [67]. The same study also showed that anti-CarP antibodies
correlated with DAS28 when combined with ACPA but not individually [67]. Similarly, Kumar et al.
demonstrated that there was a weak negative correlation between anti-CarP and DAS28 and there was
no significant correlation with RF [68]. In addition, Shi et al. showed that anti-CarP antibodies have
44% sensitivity and 89% specificity for RA as compared to the ACPA that has 54% sensitivity and 96%
specificity [69]. Similar study also demonstrated that anti-CarP antibodies occur in almost all forms of
early arthritis such as reactive arthritis and psoriatic arthritis [69].
Other antibodies that are also known to associate with RA are anti-K8, anti-p68 and anti-Sa
antibodies [70]. Keratin is a functionally diverse intermediate filament which is widely distributed
in the human body [70]. K8 is one of the keratin types [70]. The antibody reactive against K8
(anti-K8 antibody) has been demonstrated in about 68% of Han Chinese-originated RA patients [66].
On the other hand, BiP autoantibodies (heavy chain binding protein), formerly known as anti-p68,
have been found in 64% of RA patients [71]. Another antibody, anti-Sa antibody which has 92–99%
specificity can also be detected from human endothelial cells including RA hypertrophied synovium
(also called pannus tissue) [71]. In contrast, a study reported that the anti-Sa antibodies are
citrullinated vimentin in which the citrulline moiety acts as autoantigenic hapten and its sensitivity
is only ranged from 30–40% [71]. Other RA-associated antibodies are anti-RA33, anti-calpastatin,
anti-neutrophil cytoplasmic antibodies (ANCA), antibodies to nuclear antigens (ANA), anti-collagen
type II, anti-fibronectin and anti-GPI [70]. However, most of these autoantibodies are not RA-specific
as they are also readily found in other autoimmune diseases such as systemic lupus erythematosus
(SLE) and osteoarthritis [71].
3.3. Other Rheumatoid Arthritis-Associated Soluble Mediators
In addition to the cytokines and antibodies that play important immune-regulatory roles
in RA, other soluble mediators such as synovium markers [72], cartilage markers [73], vascular
markers [74] and bone markers [75] have also been identified to contribute to RA progression.
One of the synovium markers is serum hyaluronan (HA), a natural polysaccharide found in the
body’s extracellular matrix (ECM) [65]. HA binds to the CD44 receptors which are overexpressed
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in the synovial tissue of RA patients. These expression is mediated by the synovial lymphocytes,
macrophages and fibroblasts at the inflamed joints [76]. Of note, higher expression of CD44 is found
in the inflamed joints of RA patients compared to other conditions such as osteoarthritis (OA) and
joint trauma [76]. Another synovium marker is MMPs including MMP-1, MMP-2, MMP-3 and
MMP-9 [72,77]. MMP-1 mainly degrades collagen in the ECM while MMP-2, MMP-3 and MMP-9
degrade non-collagen matrix components of the joints [77]. The level of MMPs has been reported to
elevate in RA patients [77]. These enzymes mainly function in ECM cleavage and produce bioactive
by-products as the result of the processes [78]. MMPs also play key roles in bone remodeling, including
osteoblast/osteocyte differentiation, bone formation, solubilization of the osteoid and osteoclast
recruitment and migration [78].
Cartilage-specific markers such as cartilage oligomeric matrix protein (COMP) have also been
found to contribute to RA [73]. COMP is a homopentamer of 524 kDa size that is mostly found in
cartilage, followed by other sites such as tendons, meniscus, ligaments and synovium [79]. Various
proteases have been found to degrade the ECM of articular cartilage and release several protein
fragments as by-products, COMP is one of them [79]. Similar to CD44, higher level of COMP is found
in RA patients compared to OA patients [11]. When the COMP level was compared within the category
of RA patients with slow and rapid progression of joint damage, COMP is distinguishably higher in
those with severed joint destruction [80]. This characteristic of COMP makes it useful for identifying
patients that are at high risk for joint destruction and can be potently used as a biomarker to monitor
cartilage degradation [79]. Other soluble mediators are bone markers such as bone sialoprotein and
cross-linked carboxyterminal telopeptides of type I collagen (ICTP) [75] and vascular markers such as
serum vascular endothelial factor [74]. All of these soluble factors contribute differently to RA and
their potentials to be developed into diagnostic and predictive markers are being investigated. Figure 1
shows the immune cells and soluble mediators that contribute to the pathogenesis of RA.
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4. Targeting Immunological Components for Rheumatoid Arthritis Treatment
Due to the indispensable roles of immunological components in RA pathogenesis, they have
been targeted for clinical therapies development. These RA-specific targets comprise of immune or
non-immune cells, cellular receptors and soluble factors. The cell-based therapies include B-cells
and T-cell depletion [80]. The RA therapies target cellular receptors such as IL-6 receptors [81]
and CD20 [82] as well as membrane-bound and soluble factors (mainly cytokines) such as GM-CSF,
BAFF and TNF-α [83,84]. This section discusses the current therapies that are directed against the
human immune system to treat RA and the potential treatment for RA which are currently under
investigational clinical trials.
4.1. FDA-Approved Therapies Against Rheumatoid Arthritis
Disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (DMARDs) are standard medication for RA patients,
methotrexate is one of the commonly used drug to suppress autoimmune response but its side
effects is notorious [85]. Over the years, more advanced and aggressive DMARDs treatment have
been used alone and in combination with several treatments specifically targeting immune cells
and the related immune-modulators [86]. These treatment is also known as biologics. Amongst all,
anti-TNF-α treatment is the most popular group in treating RA patients [87]. Clinically used drugs
that are acting on TNF-α include Infliximab [88], Adalimumab [89], Etanercept [90], Certolizumab [91]
and Golimumab [92]. The anti-TNF mechanisms of these drugs are tabulated in Table 2. Other drugs
targeting other immune modulators such as CD20 on the B cells (Rituximab) [93] and IL-6 receptors
(Tocilizumab) [94] are also being used to treat RA patients. Rituximab is usually used on patients that
do not respond well to DMARDs including the anti-TNF therapy. The most recent FDA-approved
drug for RA was sarilumab, which is an antagonist for IL-6 receptor [95]. Many other potential
therapies targeting immune cells and the related components such as cytokines, growth factors and
cell receptors are currently in clinical trials (will be discussed in next section). It should be highlighted
that other anti-RA drugs targeting Janus kinase (JAK) such as tofacitinib (approved in 2012) [96]
and baricitinib (approved in 2018) [97] inhibit the phosphorylation of JAK and may play role in
inhibiting inflammatory processes.
Table 2. Current Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved drugs targeting immune responses
for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis.
Drug Name Target and Action FDA Approval Year Reference
Etanercept Dimeric human TNF receptor targeting TNF 1998 [90]
Infliximab Monoclonal antibody targeting human TNFα 2002 [88]
Adalimumab Recombinant monoclonal antibody targeting TNF 2002 [89]
Abatacept Recombinant fusion protein targetingT-lymphocytes activation 2005 [98]
Rituximab Chimeric monoclonal antibody that targets CD20molecules of B-cells 2006 [93]
Certolizumab Humanized and pegylated anti-TNFα inhibitor 2009 [91]
Golimumab Humanized monoclonal antibody targeting TNFα 2009 [92]
Tocilizumab Humanized monoclonal antibody that targets IL-6receptors and blocks signaling 2010 [94]
Sarilumab IL-6 receptor antagonist 2017 [95]
4.2. Potential Rheumatoid Arthritis Therapies in Clinical Trials
Various treatments targeting immune cells and related components are currently being evaluated
in clinical trials (Table 3). As stated earlier, RA treatment adopting tolDCs is one of the examples [50].
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This therapy specifically targets the pathogenic autoimmune response while leaving the protective
immunity intact. The safety and efficiency of this immunotherapy is currently under assessment.
A nanoparticle-based immunotherapy, DEN-181 is currently in Phase I trial in Brisbane, Australia [99].
Unlike other anti-rheumatic drugs, DEN-181 targets the cause of RA by regulating activated immune
cells which cause inflammation, rather than treating the symptoms. Another drug, AMG-592 that
targets inflammation in RA is also in Phase 1 trial [100]. AMG-592 is a fusion protein of IL2-mutein and
human Fc. This drug was designed to improve Treg selectivity and half-life compared to recombinant
IL-2. Mavrilimumab targeting BAFF is currently in Phase 2 trial [101]. Another Phase 3 trial evaluating
BAFF-targeting drug, Tabalumab/LY2127399 has been terminated due to lack of efficacy but not the
safety concerns [102]. Namilumab (also known as AMG-203 or MT203) is a monoclonal antibody
targeting GM-CSF ligand and had completed Phase 2 trial in 2016 [103]. Similarly, monoclonal
antibodies targeting GM-CSF such as GSK3196165 [104] and MORAb-022 [105] are being evaluated in
clinical trials (Table 3). Meanwhile, Phase 2 trial using KB003 antibody targeting GM-CSF has been
terminated upon completion of safety run-in because of the development program refocus [106].
Table 3. Potential drugs for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis.
Name Target and Mechanism Stage Trial Period Reference
AMG 592 Improve Treg selectivity Phase 2 2018–2020 [100]
DEN-181 1 Regulate T-lymphocytes Phase 1 2018 [99]
Mavrilimumab BAFF Phase 2 2013–2015 [101]
Namilumab (MT203) GM-CSF ligand Phase 2 2015–2016 [103]
Lenzilumab/KB003 GM-CSF Phase 2 (terminated) 2010–2012 [106]
Tabalumab (LY2127399) BAFF Phase 3 (terminated) 2011–2014 [102,107]
GSK3196165 (MOR103) GM-CSF Phase 2 2015–2017 [104]
MORAb-022 GM-CSF Phase 1 2013–2014 [105]
AutoDECRA Inhibit inflammation Phase 1 2012–2013 [50]
1 Not listed in US clinical trials, only in Australia.
5. Immune Cell Related Biomarker and Vaccine Development for Rheumatoid Arthritis
5.1. Disease Activity and Diagnostic Markers
Currently, the diagnostic markers for RA stated in the ACR/EULAR 2010 criteria are RF
and anti-CCP antibodies [108,109]. Anti-mutated citrullinated vimentin (anti-MCV) that produced
similar results when used along with anti-CCP antibodies. This can also be used as a second-line
biomarkers [110]. Another diagnostic marker that can be used to improve RA diagnostics is the
14-3-3 eta protein. This protein has been previously tested and showed an increase in percent of
diagnosis success rate, from 72% (RF and anti-CCP without 14-3-3 eta protein) to 78% (with 14-3-3 eta
protein) [111]. As RA is an inflammatory condition, both the erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) and
C-reactive protein (CRP) are significant indicators of the disease severity. According to the 1987 ACR
classification criteria, active disease is defined as having a disease activity score in 28 joints based on
an ESR of >5.1 at baseline [112]. When compared to ESR, CRP was found to be a better measurement
of inflammation and was a more accurate representation of the inflammatory component provided by
both the tender joint count and the swollen joint count [113]. In order to monitor the disease activity
in patient, doctors usually use a couple of guideline disease evaluation score such as DAS28, simple
disease activity index (SDAI) and clinical disease activity index (CDAI) [113]. However, the negative
effect of using such score is because some of the criteria are subjective, as well as patients still suffer
from RA although no inflammation was observed in the patients. For better disease evaluation, another
form of scoring was developed by determining multiple biomarkers in patient. This evaluation score
is called the multi-biomarkers disease activity test (MBDA), which determine the disease activity
via biomarkers such as CRP, VCAM-1, IL-6, anti-MMP1 as well as EGF and VEGF-A, which give
a better RA evaluation compared to the other test [114]. Of note, it was reported that the Vectra
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DA test, a RA diagnostic test that measures 12 biomarkers in combination including VCAM-1, EGF,
VEGF-A, IL-6, MMP-1, MMP-3, TNF-R1, YKL-40, Leptin, Resistin, SAA (serum amyloid) and CRP
produced more accurate results in measuring the disease activity of the patients who are receiving
RA treatment [115,116].
5.2. Predictive Biomarkers for Rheumatoid Arthritis Treatment
As RA treatment advances, the need of a specific and effective treatment is required.
The introduction of biological treatment allows doctors to better manage RA and the increase in
understanding of RA allow more specific treatment to be developed. However, studies have reported
that some of the patients are non-respondent when treated with biological drugs [117]. In order to
achieve a better use of biological drugs as well as reduce the waste of treating non-respondent patients,
biomarkers are used to determine the best line of treatment for patient. Such biomarkers as well as the
potential effective therapy to be used are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Potential predictive biomarkers for rheumatoid arthritis treatment.
Biomarkers Presence/Absence Medication/Drug References
Anti-CCP Present Rituximab [118,119]
Anti-MCV Present Rituximab [119]
14-3-3 eta Absent or low level Tocilizumab, Anti-TNF drugs [120]
Cartilage oligometic
matrix protein (COMP) Absent or low level Adalimumab [121]
Calprotectin Present Adalimumab, Infliximab, Rituximab [122]
Survivin Absent or low level Infliximab [123]
5.3. Vaccine Development for Rheumatoid Arthritis
Despite the advancement of technologies and understanding about the disease, there is still no
cure and no ‘preventive’ measures for RA. Efforts are ongoing to develop a prophylactic or therapeutic
vaccine for RA which prevents the disease and the later, improve the therapeutic outcome of disease,
respectively. So far, the most prominent RA prophylactic vaccine comprised of autologous DCs that
had been modified by NF-κβ inhibitor and exposed to ACPA (designated as Rheumavax) before
injecting back into patients. In 2015, the phase I trial using Rheumavax was completed and produced
promising results with a few adverse events [124]. However, there is no follow up since then.
Pro-inflammatory cytokines play substantial role in RA pathogenesis. Hence, cytokines have been
targeted for therapeutic vaccine development. These cytokines include macrophage inhibitory protein
(MIF) [125], IL-2 receptor subunit [125], IL-23 [126], RANKL [127,128], rBAFF [129] and VEGF-B [130].
Most of these experimental vaccination strategies have advanced into pre-clinical animal studies to
evaluate their feasibility in human trials [131]. Among these therapeutic vaccines, only denosumab
targeting RANKL has completed Phase II trials on RA patients [127,128]. The trial results suggest that
denosumab is efficient in both systemic and articular bone loss in RA with limited side effects and the
combination with anti-TNF and MTX could enhance the RA treatment outcomes [132].
There have been numerous vaccination strategies that are targeting collagens or the related
peptides [133]. Substantial animal studies have been conducted on these collagen-targeting therapeutic
vaccines including anti-collagen [134], CTAIR7K-COL-DD [135], CEL-2000 [136] and GalOK264/Aq [137].
Note worthily, CEL-2000 was developed using Ligand Epitope Antigen Presentation System (LEAPS)
technology which is a hetero-conjugate containing immune cell binding ligand (ICBL) attached to the
antigenic peptide [131,133]. LEAPS has also been used to develop antigen-specific T-cell modulating
vaccines such as CTAIR7K-COL-DD [135] and gal-CII259-273 [137]. Furthermore, it has also been reported
that Salmonella vector with colonization factor antigen-I [138] and Escherichia coli enterotoxin B heat
labile [139] could potentially be developed into therapeutic vaccines for RA.
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6. Conclusions
With the enhanced understanding of disease and advancement of therapy, the medical
management of RA has significantly been improved in the past decades. The therapeutic objective
of RA has been shifted from relieving the disease symptoms to arresting the disease processes.
In addition to type of RA treatment, early detection of disease, method of disease measurement,
disease classification and the criteria for remission play decisive roles in improving the patient’s
treatment outcomes. Immune cells particularly B- and T-lymphocytes are key components involved
in each of the aspect as abovementioned. Current evidences suggest that these immune cells can be
targeted as one of the therapeutic approaches for RA such as T-cell and B-cell depletion and tolDCs
treatments. Further investigations are warranted for in-depth understanding of the functions of
immune cells in RA. This shall ultimately lead to a more effective therapeutic modality and improve
the life quality of the RA patients.
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